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egend says... that the famous Arago-

nese noble prize winner and one of the best
scientists in the history of Spain, Don Santiago Ramón y Cajal, ran in the streets of Valpalmas when he
was a child. And they say that during that period he didn’t
like to study and his father, upset, forced him to work as a
shoemaker and barber apprentice. Something happened
though that made him change and become a great scholar, which, together with his barber skills, also helped him
become a specialist in dissecting tissue to later observe it
under the microscope.
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If you want to learn
more interesting
facts do not hesitate
to visit the Ramón y
Cajal Cultural Centre
in Valpalmas.
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Living walls

This is a word used to call the
inhabitants of another village or
place. In this case the “íncolas”
of these woods are the kermes
oak, the box, and especially
aromatic plants such as thyme,
rosemary, sage, lavender,
or winter savory. These are
plants that attract insects,
mostly bees that feed off their
delicious nectar.

A walk along a stone wall
next to a field. In the past,
dry stone walls (no cement)
were built to mark field
boundaries or paths. A
work of art where a lot of
working hours were invested
and where each owner
was responsible for the
maintenance of the walls
within their property.
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Milestones and stone signs

Íncolas

4

Along the path you will come across milestones
with stones neatly stacked in a vertical pile.
Before the existence of signposts or paint
marks, this was the most common method to
mark routes. When you reach an intersection,
pay close attention to where the next milestone
is, for your path continues in that direction. Do
not knock them over or destroy them, since they
help other people find their way.

A wall with holes
At this point, next to a ravine where water
only flows occasionally, there is a sandstone wall full of holes. Who made them?
The bee-eater, a very colourful migratory
bird that visits us during spring and leaves
in early autumn. It eats bees and likes to
build nests and take shelter from predators
making holes in this kind of soft walls.
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Blas´Farmyard
This is a place that in the past was
always busy with locals of Valpalmas
that would come to live here during
the summer with all their livestock
and take care of the pasture. Back in
the day, they were all stockbreeders
and farmers, so they lived off what
the land produced. Unfortunately, the
abandonment of extensive farming
in this area, especially of sheep,
resulted in the abandonment of these
buildings, now fallen in disuse.
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White wormwood
If there is a plant typical of the
steppe areas of Aragon it is the
white wormwood (Artemisia
herba-alta). If you find one, take
a leaf and break it between
your fingers. The smell is really
intense. It is one of the favourite
plants for sheep to eat in winter
and excellent to enhance the taste
of meat, especially of Aragonese
lamb a.k.a. ternasco.

Rock mushrooms
It is funny how these shapes have come to be,
don’t you think? If you take a closer look at the
rock, you will see the upper part is made of hard
and compact sandstone, while the lower part is
looser and softer. That is why the lower layers
erode faster creating these formations.
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Soil volcano
Next to the trail we walk by a crater. But
are there volcanoes? No, it is a landslide or
chasm, due to an erosive phenomenon similar
to the previous one, where the lower part of
the ground is much softer and has been eroded
by water causing the surface to cave in.
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Little Cappadocia

This is what people call this beautiful and unique
landscape occupied by the Aguarales de Valpalmas,
also Aguarales de Valdemilaz. Cappadocia is a very
popular and visited semiarid region in Turkey, which
surprisingly has similar formations as it has suffered
a similar erosion process at a much larger scale.

Clay cathedrals
Walking among the Aguarales you can
marvel at how magnificent cathedrals have
formed on the walls, thanks to an erosion
process known as piping. First the surface
of the ground caved in (remember the soil
volcano), leaving the extremely erodible
sandstone exposed and then small vertical
and horizontal pipes appeared due to the
internal erosion caused by water. The result
were formations like these cathedrals or the
famous witch chimneys.
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